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chart notes: the wife and i watched this live yesterday, and we loved it. its clear that the filmmakers
took the "family friendly" idea to heart, and were careful to not make this movie too dark. this is a

good follow-up to scooby-doo!. chart notes: it comes out of nowhere, but scooby-doo! wrestlemania
mystery seems to have scored quite a few fresh youtube views, which could be a good sign for its
long-term prospects. while the trailer hasnt made its way to the front page of youtube, it is already

near the top of the "most watched" section, and its currently holding at number 3. to be honest, this
is an especially low chart position for a disney movie -- one that has been available for a month. chart

notes: another day, another $10 million dollar drop. this time, its diary of a wimpy kid: dog days,
which was able to hold onto its number 4 spot for another day. meanwhile, wrestlemania mystery has
slipped to 7. wwe's long-awaited weekly show is coming to wwe.com, and we've got all the details on

the show including: hosts and announcers, special guests, special preshow content, the live
broadcast, and much more! click here to go to raw on wwe.com wrestlemania still has some

incredible moments and amusments including the tennis ball machine, the wi-fi, the madden nfl
challenge, and the pit crew. but it's not the same without the old classic boom boxes. the emotional
power of the classic boom boxes during the classic wrestling theme music always has the audience
cheering and stomping their feet as they look for the signal to come on. there was a lot of energy on
the floor and they were very excited about what they were hearing and seeing. the match itself was

great and it was great to see the crowd reacting to the theme song as it came in. it really was a great
moment. wrestlemania has been a staple of the wwe for a long time and it's so hard to imagine that

this is the last time we'll see this great moment. it's an emotional moment for me personally.
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theres a lot to look forward to this year. no
one expects the roster to be unchanged from
last year (except for the four matches), and,
if wwe can deliver the goods on the road in
philly, this will be the biggest wrestlemania

in company history. while this year could end
up being the worst yet (with the company
struggling to innovate), hopefully we get

some fresh matches and the continued rise
of the new faces. zack ryder vs. sin cara

drew mcintyre vs. samoa joe seth rollins vs.
bray wyatt roman reigns vs. triple h brock

lesnar vs. dean ambrose the undertaker vs.
shane mcmahon charlotte vs. becky lynch
triple threat for the divas title the new day

vs. the league of nations the new day vs. the
league of nations ryback vs. kalisto the big
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show vs. big e. langston kevin owens vs.
sami zayn zack ryder vs. sin cara roman

reigns vs. triple h the undertaker vs. sin cara
wrestlemania has always been a fan-favorite
event, especially when it comes to the high-
flying, grand-scale matches, but this year,
with the transition to the wwe network, the
live event is even more enjoyable. the live

event and episodes of raw, smackdown and
nxt are all available right now via the wwe

network (you can see the full schedule in the
list above), and the new content is well

worth checking out. during this event, we'll
be providing live coverage and commentary,
so join us for the entire event. much like the
wwe network's live event events, there are

two-hour blocks for different brands, and the
main event of wrestlemania is also being
streamed live in its entirety. so whether
youre watching at home alone or with
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friends, tune in and join in the discussion by
posting your thoughts in the comments

below (and we'll try to answer any questions
during the breaks between matches).
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